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i Central Offices 

LLIED ee 711 Forbes Avenue 

ELC Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
(412) 562-8300 

May 8, 1985 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. 

IPsOa ere BS 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

Dear Dr. Bader: 

It was good to talk to you on the phone Monday, even though I was 

embarrassed that I had not responded to your letter, February 21. As 

I mentioned -- work presses heavily sometimes. 

Your news about "The Bega" going to the Getty set me back and 

renewed my disgust for the whole affair when Jim Fisher sold it. It 

was indeed one of my favorites. Surely a certain low point for the 
collection. 

Congratulations on your purchase of "The Alchemist" by Heerschop. 

I see it appeared at Sotheby's last April -- did you purchase it there 

or from a dealer later? I wonder if it is the alchemist painting that 

was in the Dresden museum years ago. 

From the slide and photo of our Heerschop, you can see the fire 

or explosion (bits of glassware in mid-air) and the shocked alchemist 

make quite a dramatic scene. The painting is dated 1687 and signed on 

the open book. The diapering in the next room adds charm and proof that 

the alchemists worked in their homes. By the way, the bare knee which 

Heerschop likes to show, I've heard, is evidence of the absent-mindedness 

or obsession with work that many of the alchemists shared -- it was a 17th 

century cliché, much like our absent-minded professor of today might have 

his necktie crooked or eyeglasses askew. 

If you wish to mention our painting or illustrate it in your publi- 

cation, please credit: Courtesy of the Fisher Collection. 

Regarding the painting after the T. Cock print which you've located 

in Milwaukee, I am interested and. would like to pursue it with the dealer. 
Would you please send him my card and tell him of our interest. 

Wishing you the best. 

Sincerely, 

Ohn Pavlik 

Fisher Collection 





BURNING SINCE 1687 

AST SUMMER an escorted crate ar- 
rived in New York from the perma- 

nent galleries of the Fisher Collection of 
Alchemical & Historical Pictures in Pitts- 
burgh. Inside: an original painting by 
Hendrick Heerschop (1620-1690), mem- 

ber of the Dutch School whose number 
included Frans Hals and Rembrandt and 
whose technique, art scholars agree, “has 

probably never been equalled—let alone 

surpassed.” 
In the months that followed, America’s 

finest color printers painstakingly made 
the plates that captured the details of the 
original masterpiece .. . and today Heers- 
chop’s “The Alchemist’s Experiment 
Takes Fire’ is available to scientific lab- 

oratories, offices, institutions, the first color 

reproduction from the Fisher Collection 
since 1945. 

Master Heerschop’s alchemist ts really 
in trouble, dowble trouble, for he is work- 

ing in his own home as the artist 

shows by portraying a very domestic scene 
in the room beyond (the technique of 
diapering Baby doesn’t seem to have 
changed much since the 17th Century ). 

Curiously warm and rich is this North- 

The new "“A-4" alchemical print, the first 
color reproduction from Fisher in 8 years, 
is framed under glass with a specially aged 
border. Dull bronzed frame is 26 inches by 21. 

“The Alchemist’s Experiment Takes Fire,” 

266-year-old Dutch masterpiece, is now 

available in a full-color reproduction. 

ern painting—until one remembers that 
Heerschop was a Dutchman who studied 
in Italy and fell under its spell. Hence the 
exquisite Italianate folds of the cloth... 
the alchemist’s orange jerkin the 

curves repeated like a musical motif 

throughout the picture (in the curve of 

the shattered alembic; the window; the 
alchemist’s knees; the arched doorway; the 

bedroom curtain). 

All this has been faithfully reproduced 
down to Heerschop’s signature and date 
(1687) in the open book . 

The print is offered as a service to sci- 
ence. The charge, $6.00, postpaid in the 
US. and Canada, represents the cost of 
framing and shipping. 

Requests need merely be marked “One 
alchemical print, A-4” and sent to “Editor, 
THE LABORATORY, 717 Forbes St., Pitts- 
burgh 19, Pa.” 

> “The Alchemist in Art,” free on request, 

is a 4-page leaflet describing and illustrat- 
ing all of the reproductions now available 
from Fisher Scientific. Ask for FS-204. 
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bee: Michael Hatcher 

Chemists Helping Chemists in Research and Industry 

aldrich chemical company, inc- 
Dr. Alfred Bader 

Chairman 

May 13, 1985 

Mee ohn penvaltiic 

Fisher Collection 

Fisher Scientific 

711 Forbes Avenue 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 

Dear Mr. Bavlik: 

Thank you so much for your detailed and most interesting letter of May 8, 

and the photograph and slide. 

I purchased the Alchemist by Heerschop at Sotheby's last April. If it 

comes from Dresden, I do hope that it isn't one of the 240 or so paintings 

that were stolen late in the last war. 

The Flemish alchemical painting is with local dealer, Michael Hatcher, 

2521 N. Downer Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53211, telephone (414) 962-2756. 

He is in Europe at the moment and will return in June or July. By all 

means contact him directly, and if I can be of any help at all let me 

know. 

Many thanks particularly for that fascinating information about bare 

knees; I had not known that before. 

Best personal regards. 

Sincerely, 

Alfred Bader \ Lee 
AB:mmh S Gears : 4 enw 

\ ic rs 1] : dur ‘ 

PQ. Box 355, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 USA, Telephone (414) 273-3850, Cable Aldrichem TWX 910-262-3052, Telex 26-843 





INVOICE FOR PURCHASES Sotheby Parke Bernet & Co. ei ante TARAS ITN 
34-35 New Bond Street, London W1A2AA 

Telephone: 01-493 8080 Telex: 24454 (SPBLON-G) 

ay Sy) 
Sale of 

Sale Date Account Number Invoice Number 

4) VAT Registration Number 238 7788 06 

Lot No. Hammer Price VAT Rate on Lot| VAT Amount on Lot Buyer’s Premium VAT Amounton Premium Amount Payable 

TOTAL AMOUNT PAYABLE INCLUDING VAT ON BUYER’S PREMIUM AT 

Client: Invoice No. Invoice Value 

Sale Title: Sale Date Account Number 
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THE WELLCOME INSTITUTE FOR THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE 

183 Euston Road, London NW1 2BP 

Telephone: 01. 387 4477 

Hon. Director 

Professor Sir WILLIAM PATON 

CBE., DM., FRCP., FRS 
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a Ly) Chemists Helping Chemists in Research and Industry 

aldrich chemical company. inc. 

Dr. Alfred Bader 
Chairman 

May 9, 1985 

Miwon avieiic 

Fisher Scientific Company 

711 Forbes Avenue 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 

Deaw Mu. Paviaik: 

You will have realized from our telephone conversation how chagrined 

I was about the unhappiness caused by my article on your Bega in the 

Aldrichimica Acta. I have discussed the two paintings at many ACS 

meetings, always stressing that the Fisher painting is superb and of 

course autograph. If I had my choice between the two paintings, it 

would be very difficult to choose, but I believe that I would select 

the Fisher painting. Jim Fisher just made a very bad mistake, as this 

was surely your best alchemical painting. 

As promised, please find a slide of my Heerschop. I have already sent 

you the black and white photograph, and I would appreciate a black and 

white photograph and a similar slide of your painting with the laboratory 

on fire. Please also give me your permission to reproduce your painting, 

which is of course a very fine work and beyond a doubt by Heerschop. 

Have you seen Prof. Sumowski's comments on Heerschop in Volume I of his 

work on paintings by Rembrandt students? If that, per chance, is unavail- 

able to you, I will be happy to send you copies. 

The dealer owning the Flemish alchemical painting is presently in Europe, 

and he will return at the end of June. The paitning itself is in Milwau- 

kee. I will be returning from Europe on July 19, and if there is any- 

thing I can do to help you, please just let me know. Also, I will of 

course bring other alchemical paintings to your attention. 

Be 4 Bree regards, na... aoe omens 

COS 

Alfred Bader 

AB:mmh 

Enclosure 

PO. Box 355, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 USA, Telephone (414) 273-3850. Cabie Aldrichem TWX 910-262-3052, Telex 26-843 
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INVOICE FOR PURCHASES? AGE 1 

Sotheby Parke Bernet & Co. CLIENT COPY FOR REMITTANCE ADVICE 
34-35 New Bond Street, London W1IA2AA 

Telephone: 01-493 8080 Telex : 24454 (SPBLON-G) 

ie of 
DR ALFRED BADER Saleof gi p MASTER PAINTINGS 
2961 NORTH SHEPARD AWE 

MILWAUKEE 

WISCONSIN 53241 USA Sale Date Account Number Invoice Number 

N4f/047/84 899373 5822011 

ye a VAT Registration Number 238 7788 06 

Lot No. Hammer Price |VAT Rateon Lot} VAT Amount on Lot Buyer’s Premium IVATAmounton Premium Amount Payable 
(id 

150 6800.00 | 680.00 102.00 7582.00 

\ eer 

— 

15.00% 7582.06 

———[—S—S—SSSS sss SSS 

TOTAL AMOUNT PAYABLE INCLUDING VAT ON BUYER’S PREMIUM AT 

PAYMENTS RECEIVED MORE THAN 21 DAYS AFTER THE 
SALE WILL BE CHARGED INTEREST AT .052% PER DAY LAST PAGE 

PLEASE DO NOT DETACH THIS SLIP, BUT RETURN COMPLETE COPY INVOICE WITH YOUR REMITTANCE AND INDICATE 
YOUR SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS ON THE FORM PROVIDED ON THE REVERSE. 

Priére de ne pas separer ce bordereau mais de renvoyer la facture enti€re avec votre paiement et d’indiquer vos instructions d’expedition 
sur le formulaire pourvu au verso. 

Veuillez garder cette copie de la facture et de joindre celle du dessus a votre paiement et d’indiquer vos instructions au cas ow vous 
désireriez que nous nous chargions de l’envoi de vos achats. 

Bitte trennen Sie dieses Blatt nicht ab, sondern senden das gesamte Rechnungsformular mit dem darauf angegebenen Betrag an uns 
zuruck. Falls Sie den Transport threr Erwerbung durch uns vornehmen lassen wollen, so fullen Sie bitte das dafitir vorgesehene Formular 
auf der Ruckseite aus. 
Diese Rechnungskopic ist fiir thre Zwecke vorgesehen. Bitte senden Sie das Original zusammen mit dem Rechnungsbetrag an uns 
zuriick. Auf der Riickseite desselben befindet sich ein Versandformular das wir Sie bitten auszufullen, falls Sie den Transport Ihrer 
Erwerbung durch uns vornehmen lassen méchten. 

Le rogamos no separe esta hoja y nos devuelva la factura completa, adjuntando el pago, asi como sus instrucciones de envio.Le rogamos 
se quede con esta copia de la factura, devolviendonos la primera copia junto con su pago y sus instrucciones de envio si desea que nos 
encarguemos de remitirle sus adquisiciones. 

“Ee! o a 

Client: 2® ALFRED BADER Invoice No. 9622011 Invoice Value £7582 .00 

Sale Title. OLD MASTER PAINTINGS Sale Dele 0470478421 nt Number 809373 

0204840000000 G0000000B00000 6 O*000000P 
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Chemists Helping Chemists in Research and Industry 

aldrich chemical company. inc. 

PO. Box 355, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 USA. Telephone (414) 273-3850. Cable Aldrichem TWX 910-262-3052, Telex 26-843 

Dr. Alfred Bader 
Chairman 

September 19, 1985 

Misra Olin eevee 

Curator -—- Fisher Collection 

Fisher Scientific 

711 Forbes Avenue 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 

Dear Mow Pavlik: 

Enclosed please find our Magnetic Resonance products brochure which 

has the Hendrick Heerschop on its cover. Because this is such a 

slight brochure, we felt it inappropriate to include a more detailed 

art-historical discussion, which would of course include your painting, 

with the alchemist on fire. Sometime in the future we might well use 

the painting again, on one of our main catalogs, and we would then also 

show a reproduction of your beautiful painting. In the meantime, I 

have used your slide in a number of talks, and of course it has evoked 

a good deal of mirth. Perhaps this was really meant as a before and 

after, and is in any case a good warning, not to smoke in the lab. 

What do you think of that painting of an alchemist which I believe is 

by Pieter Breughel III? It seems to me that a simple cleaning would 

simply do wonders for the painting. 

Best personal regards. 

Sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

AB:mmh 

Enclosure 





Chemists Helping Chemists in Research and Industry 

aldrich chemical company, inc- 
Dr. Alfred Bader 

Chairman 

May 13, 1985 

Mr. John Pavlik 

Fisher Collection 

Fisher Scientific 

711 Forbes Avenue 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 

Dear Mr. Kavli: 

Thank you so much for your detailed and most interesting letter of May 8, 

and the photograph and slide. 

I purchased the Alchemist by Heerschop at Sotheby's last April. If it 

comes from Dresden, I do hope that it isn't one of the 240 or so paintings 

that were stolen late in the last war. 

The Flemish alchemical painting is with local dealer, Michael Hatcher, 

2521 N. Downer Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53211, telephone (414) 962-2756. 

He is in Europe at the moment and will return in June or July. By all 

means contact him directly, and if I can be of any help at all let me 

know. 

Many thanks particularly for that fascinating information about bare 

knees; I had not known that before. 

Best personal regards. 

Sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

AB:mmh 

PO. Box 355, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 USA, Telephone (414) 273-3850, Cable Aldrichem TWX 910-262-3052, Telex 26-843 





Chemists Helping Chemists in Research and Industry 

aldrich chemical company. inc. 
Dr. Alfred Bader 

Chairman 

May 9, 1985 

Mr. John Pavlik 

Fisher Scientific Company 

711 Forbes Avenue 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 

Dear Mr. Pavlik: 

You will have realized from our telephone conversation how chagrined 

I was about the unhappiness caused by my article on your Bega in the 

Aldrichimica Acta. I have discussed the two paintings at many ACS 

meetings, always stressing that the Fisher painting is superb and of 

course autograph. If I had my choice between the two paintings, sis 

would be very difficult to choose, but I believe that I would select 

the Fisher painting. Jim Fisher just made a very bad mistake, as this 

was surely your best alchemical painting. 

As promised, please find a slide of my Heerschop. I have already sent 

you the black and white photograph, and I would appreciate a black and 

white photograph and a similar slide of your painting with the laboratory 

on fire. Please also give me your permission to reproduce your painting, 

which is of course a very fine work and beyond a doubt by Heerschop. 

Have you seen Prof. Sumowski's comments on Heerschop in Volume I of his 

work on paintings by Rembrandt students? If that, per chance, is unavail- 

able to you, I will be happy to send you copies. 

The dealer owning the Flemish alchemical painting is presently in Europe, 

and he will return at the end of June. The paitning itself is in Milwau- 

kee. I will be returning from Europe on July 19, and if there is any- 

thing I can do to help you, please just let me know. Also, I will of 

course bring other alchemical paintings to your attention. 

Best personal regards, 

Alfred Bader 

AB:mmh 

Enclosure 

PO. Box 355, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 USA, Telephone (414) 273-3850, Cable Aldrichem TWX 910-262-3052, Telex 26-843 





LLIED Fisher 
Central Offices 

j if 711 Forbes Avenue 

pod 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

(412) 562-8300 

May 8, 1985 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. 

POR BOxarS 55) 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

Dear Dr. Bader: 

It was good to talk to you on the phone Monday, even though I was 
embarrassed that I had not responded to your letter, February 21. As 
I mentioned -- work presses heavily sometimes. 

Your news about "The Bega" going to the Getty set me back and 
renewed my disgust for the whole affair when Jim Fisher sold it. It 
was indeed one of my favorites. Surely a certain low point for the 
collection. 

Congratulations on your purchase of "The Alchemist" by Heerschop. 
I see it appeared at Sotheby's last April -- did you purchase it there 
or from a dealer later? I wonder if it is the alchemist painting that 
was in the Dresden museum years ago. 

From the slide and photo of our Heerschop, you can see the fire 
or explosion (bits of glassware in mid-air) and the shocked alchemist 
make quite a dramatic scene. The painting is dated 1687 and Signed on 
the open book. The diapering in the next room adds charm and proof that 
the alchemists worked in their homes. By the way, the bare knee which 
Heerschop likes to show, I've heard, is evidence of the absent—mindedness 
or obsession with work that many of the alchemists shared -- it was a NW FAcla 
century cliché, much like our absent-minded professor of today might have 
his necktie crooked or eyeglasses askew. 

If you wish to mention our painting or illustrate it in your publi- 
cation, please credit: Courtesy of the Fisher Collection. 

Regarding the painting after the T. Cock print which you've located 
in Milwaukee, I am interested and would like to pursue it with the dealer. 
Would you please send him my card and tell him of our interest. 

Wishing you the best. 

Sincerely, 

Eohne Pawlet 

Fisher Collection 





February 21, 1985 

Mr. John C. Pavlik 

Fisher Scientific Museum 

Fisher Scientific Company 

711 Forbes Avenue 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 

Dear Mr. Pavlik: 

May I ask you for a favor? Recently I acquired an alchemical painting 
by Heerschop, signed and dated 1671, photograph enclosed. Could T 
impose on you to send me a photograph of your Heerschoo Alchemist, 
and your permission to reproduce your painting in connection with the 
description of my painting. Is your painting dated? Your painting 
shows the laboratory in flames, and I wonder whether our two paintings 
were painted as a pair--before and after. Note that the chemist in 
my painting is distilling something and smoking at the same time. 

A dealer in Milwaukee has a fairly large Flemish alchemical picture, 
photograph enclosed. I believe that it is by Peter Breughel III, of 
course after the famous print by Kock, which in turn is after a lost 
Peter Breughel I. The painting is about 20 x 30" and in good condi- 
tion, and pleasantly dirty. Were it Dutch rather than Flemish, I would 
certainly want it in my own collection: If you might be interested 
I will have the dealer write to your directly. 

Many thanks for your help, and best personal regards. 

Sincerely, 

Alfred Bader. 

AB:mmh 

Enclosures 





FISHER SCIENTIFIC COMPANY 

Maren, 15, 1982 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer 
Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. 

Pr On box 2300 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

Dear Dr. Bader: 

IT have your letter of March 3rd and I can tell you that 

I am enjoying being part of a large corporation because I 

have retired! I thought it would be difficult to adapt my- 

Self to coing nothing but 1t has come surprisingly easy. 

Although my father started our collection of alchemical 

and scientific art as a personal hobby, he sold it to the 

company for a very small amount to prevent its being taxed 

as part of his estate so it's now corporate property. ig 

could not imagine that Allied Corporation would want to con- 

sider selling this collection unless business gets an awful 

dot worse — and some feel that it will - but if it gets that 

bad you probably wouldn't be interested. In any case, Drs 

Bader, I'm sending a copy of your letter to Mr. Hennessy so 

he will know of your interest but it's our hope that the 

collection will remain here in Pittsburgh, intact, for nie 

has great significance here. 

With kindest regards. 

Sincerely, 
) 

a ay, eat 
ben Nc Ax he ee 

Bénjamin R. Fisher 
Former 

Chairman of the Board 
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slower of 
,TER AERTSEN 
3 
ITCHEN INTERIOR, WITH THE 
PER AT EMMAUS, dated 1579, 
panel, unframed 
by 64}in; 98 by 163cm 

900/3000 

2r DAVID TENIERS, 
Younger 

ERIORS WITH PEASANTS, 
copper, a pair 

-n 83 by 62in; 22.5 by 17.5cm 

(2) 
200/3000 

HENDRICK HEERSCHOP 
150 
THE ALCHEMIST, signed: 
H. HEERSCHOP, on panel 
215 by 17}in; 55 by 44cm 
£2000/3000 

DUTCH SCHOOL, 
early 17th century 
ISI 
STILL LIFE WITH FRUIT AND A 
PEWTER JUG ON A TABLE, on 
copper 
4% by 6!in; 11.75 by 15.75cm £800/1000 

OLD MASTER PAINTINGS 
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